
Name of Experiment: Pressure Sensor interfacing using Microcontroller 

Introduction:

Software used: Keil C51 C compiler in Windows XP Platform

Name of Major Equipments:

(1) AT89C51 microcontroller from ATMEL

(2) ADC 0804 

(3) 741 opamp

(4) 12 Mhz crystal

(5) DB9 serial port connector 

(6) 7805,7812,7912 regulator IC

(7) 1N4007 rectifier diode

(8) 15V – 0 – 15V transformer

(9) Pressure sensor

Microcontroller: For our desired system design we take 89c51 microcontroller from ATMEL. 
Attractive features of 8951 microcontroller are :

• Compatible with MCS-51™ Products
• 4K Bytes of In-System Reprogrammable Flash Memory Endurance: 1,000 Write/Erase Cycles
• Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz
• Three-level Program Memory Lock
• 128 x 8-bit Internal RAM
• 32 Programmable I/O Lines
• Two 16-bit Timer/Counters
• Six Interrupt Sources
• Programmable Serial Channel
• Low-power Idle and Power-down Modes
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The AT89C51 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 4K
bytes of Flash programmable and erasable read only memory (PEROM). The device
is manufactured using Atmel’s high-density nonvolatile memory technology and is
compatible with the industry-standard MCS-51 instruction set and pin out. The on-chip
Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional
nonvolatile memory programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with Flash
on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89C51 is a powerful microcomputer which provides a 
highly-flexible and cost-effective solution to many embedded control applications.

Analog to Digital converter(ADC0804):

The  ADC0804 is CMOS 8-bit successive approximation A/D converters that use a differential 
potentiometric ladder similar to the 256R products. These converters are designed to allow 
operation with the NSC800 and INS8080A derivative control bus with TRI-STATEÉ output 
latches directly driving the data bus. These A/Ds appear like memory locations or I/O ports to 
the microprocessor and no interfacing logic is needed. Differential analog voltage inputs allow 
increasing the common-mode rejection and offsetting the analog zero input voltage value. In 
addition, the voltage reference input can be adjusted to allow encoding any smaller analog 
voltage span to the full 8 bits of resolution.
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Features
• Compatible with 8080 mP and several types of popular microcontroller derivatives no 

interfacing logic needed - access time - 135 ns
• Easy interface to all microprocessors, or operates ``stand alone''
• Differential analog voltage inputs
• Logic inputs and outputs meet both MOS and TTL voltage level specifications Works 

with 2.5V (LM336) voltage reference
• On-chip clock generator
• 0V to 5V analog input voltage range with single 5V supply
• No zero adjust required
• 0.3× standard width 20-pin DIP package
• 20-pin molded chip carrier or small outline package
• Operates ratio metrically or with 5 VDC, 2.5 VDC, or analog span adjusted voltage 

reference

• Resolution 8 bits
• Total error g(/4 LSB, g(/2 LSB and g1 LSB
• Conversion time 100 ms

RS-232 Serial Protocol

The RS-232 serial communication protocol is a standard protocol used in asynchronous serial 
communication. It is the primary protocol used over modem lines. It is the protocol used by the 
MicroStamp11 when it communicates with a host PC. 

Figure  shows the relationship between the various components in a serial ink. These 
components are the UART, the serial channel, and the interface logic. An interface chip known as 
the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter or UART is used to implement serial data 
transmission. The UART sits between the host computer and the serial channel. The serial 
channel is the collection of wires over which the bits are transmitted. The output from the UART 
is a standard TTL/CMOS logic level of 0 or 5 volts. In order to improve bandwidth, remove 
noise, and increase range, this TTL logical level is converted to an RS-232 logic level before 
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being sent out on the serial channel. This conversion is done by the interface logic shown in 
figure.

A frame is a complete and nondivisible packet of bits. A frame includes both information (e.g., 
data and characters) and overhead (e.g., start bit, error checking and stop bits). In asynchronous 
serial protocols such as RS-232, the frame consists of one start bit, seven or eight data bits, parity 
bits, and stop bits. A timing diagram for an RS-232 frame consisting of one start bit, 7 data bits, 
one parity bits and two stop bits is shown below in figure . Note that the exact structure of the 
frame must be agreed upon by both transmitter and receiver before the comm-link must be 
opened. 

MAX 232:

The MAX232 is a dual driver/receiver that includes a capacitive voltage generator to supply 
EIA-232 voltage levels from a single 5-V supply. Each receiver converts EIA-232 inputs to 5-V 
TTL/CMOS levels. These receivers have a typical threshold of 1.3 V and a typical hysteresis of 
0.5 V, and can accept ±30-V inputs. Each driver converts TTL/CMOS input levels into EIA-232 
levels. The driver, receiver, and voltage-generator functions are available as cells in the Texas 
Instruments LinASIC  library.

Typical Interfacing Circuit:
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Pressure sensor:

Two general types of pressure sensors are available. One requires a constant current supply and the 
other requires a stable voltage supply. The application in this report uses the voltage-type sensor.
The pressure sensor used in this application is basically a resistor bridge with a pressure-variable 
resistor in each leg the output is a differential voltage referenced to VCC/2.
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Dual Polarity Power supply:
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Screenshot of Keil C51 software:
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/*Source code for sensor.c*/

/*P2.1 = WR (start conversion needs to L-to-H pulse)

P2.2 When low, end-of-conversion i.e INTR

P2.0 = RD (a H-to-L will read the data from ADC chip)

P1.0 - P1.7 = D0 - D7 of the ADC804

*/

#include <reg51.h>

sbit rd1=P2^0;

sbit wr1=P2^1;

sbit intr=P2^2;

unsigned char temp;

unsigned char aray[]={'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'};

void delay()

{

int k,l;

for(k=0;k<40;k++)

for(l=0;l<70;l++);

} 

void initSerial()

{

TMOD=0x22;

TH1=0xE6;

SCON=0x50;

TR1=1;

EA=1;
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ES=1;

}

void usDelay(int a)

{

TH0=256-(a/1.085);

TR0=1;

ET0=1;

}

void sendChar(unsigned char ch)

{  

SBUF=ch;

while(!TI);

TI=0;

}

void sendReading(unsigned char val)

{

unsigned char l,m,p;

l=val%10;

m=(val/10)%10;

p=(val/100)%10;

sendChar(aray[p]);

sendChar(aray[m]);

sendChar(aray[l]);

sendChar(',');

}
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void startConv()

{

wr1=0;

wr1=1;

}

void wait()

{

while(intr==1);

}

void get()

{

rd1=0;

}

void ready1()

{

rd1=1;

}

void main()

{

unsigned char reading;

P2=0X000;

initSerial();

usDelay(50);

sendChar('N');

while(1)

{
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P1=0X0FF;

startConv();

wait();

get();

reading=P1;

sendReading(reading);

ready1();

}

}

Generated HEX code:

:03000000020A658C

:0C0A6500787FE4F6D8FD758112020AAC1F

:0C0BAD000A08303132333435363738391D

:100B8000E4FFFEE4FDFC0DBD00010CED64464C707D

:0C0B9000F50FBF00010EEF64284E70E767

:010B9C002236

:100B9D00758922758DE6759850D28ED2AFD2AC2262

:100B2800AD07AC06EC12099D7B487AE1798A783FDB

:100B38001208FBA804A905AA06AB07E4FFFE7D80FE

:0F0B48007C431208031209D68F8CD28CD2A922BB

:030BBA00F8E6FF5B

:080BBD008F993099FDC29922C5
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:100AF100EF75F00A84AEF0EF75F00A8475F00A84A0

:100B0100ADF0EF75F0648475F00A84AFF074082FCE

:100B1100120BBA74082D120BBA74082EF8E6FF12E4

:070B21000BBD7F2C020BBD90

:050BC500C2A1D2A12233

:040BCA0020A2FD2246

:030BCE00C2A022A0

:030BD100D2A0228D

:100B5700E4F5A0120B9D7F32FE120B287F4E120B7D

:100B6700BD7590FF120BC5120BCA120BCEAC90AF1E

:090B770004120AF1120BD180E80E

:10080000020A42E86480F8E933E83360110460F0DA

:10081000ED33EC337009E8FCE9FDEAFEEBFF22045E

:1008200060DED3EB9FEA9EE99DE8C2E78CF0C2F759

:1008300095F0400CE8CCF8E9CDF9EACEFAEBCFFB25

:10084000120A0D85D0F05804700320D5B3E8047067

:10085000075002B2D5020A4C92D5EC0460F7E4CC02

:10086000C0E0C398F8603B94186008400DD0E0FBEE

:10087000020A24E4FBFAC9FC8028E830E406E4C953

:10088000FBE4CAFCE830E305E4C9CACBFCE8540742

:100890006010F8C3E913F9EA13FAEB13FBEC13FC4D

:1008A000D8F130F52FC3E49CFCEF9BFFEE9AFEEDF0

:1008B00099FDD0E0FBEF4E4D4C701222DB03020A93

:1008C00049EC2CFCEF33FFEE33FEED33FDED30E76A

:1008D000EB020A24EF2BFFEE3AFEED39FDD0E0FBF0
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:1008E00050130BBB0003020A4CED13FDEE13FEEF99

:0808F00013FFEC13FC020A24C3

:1008F800020A4CEC5D046005E859047003020A42E0

:10090800120A0D580460F6EC4860F2EC7004FDFE23

:10091800FF22C860DB2481C85009C39860025006D2

:10092800020A499850CAF582E9294B4A7005AB82F8

:10093800020A3875F0007C1A7880C3EF9BEE9AEDB6

:1009480099400DC3EF9BFFEE9AFEED99FDE842F04A

:10095800DC23ACF0D0E0FFD0E0FED0E0FDAB82209D

:10096800E7101BEB60BAEC2CFCEF33FFEE33FEED27

:1009780033FD020A24E803F830E705C0F075F000FB

:10098800EF2FFFEE33FEED33FD40B830E7C280AA0B

:1009980075F020800E75F010800575F0087D007EDA

:1009A800007F003392D530D503120A57EC3340103C

:1009B800EF33FFEE33FEED33FDEC33FCD5F0ED22E3

:0E09C800E5F0247EA2D513CC92E7CDCEFF221F

:1009D600EDD2E7CD33EC3392D524814006E4FFFE19

:1009E600FDFC22FCE4CFCECDCC24E0501174FF8078

:1009F600EDC3CC13CCCD13CDCE13CECF13CF047015

:070A0600F030D5DE020A57B3

:100A0D00E9D2E7C933E833F892D5EDD2E7CD33EC2F

:070A1D0033FC5002B2D522A8

:100A2400EC30E7100FBF000C0EBE00080DBD000433

:100A34000BEB6014A2D5EB13FCED92E7FD2274FFDF

:100A4400FCFDFEFF22E480F8A2D574FF13FC7D8038
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:030A5400E480EF4C

:100A7100020B57E493A3F8E493A34003F68001F239

:100A810008DFF48029E493A3F85407240CC8C33386

:100A9100C4540F4420C8834004F456800146F6DF55

:100AA100E4800B0102040810204080900BADE47E2D

:100AB100019360BCA3FF543F30E509541FFEE4934A

:100AC100A360010ECF54C025E060A840B8E493A311

:100AD100FAE493A3F8E493A3C8C582C8CAC583CA3C

:100AE100F0A3C8C582C8CAC583CADFE9DEE780BEF4

:010BB900003B

:0E0A5700C3E49FFFE49EFEE49DFDE49CFC22B0

:00000001FF
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Analysis:

To check whether serial data comes from microcontroller to computer a simple communication 
which is present inside Windows is used. Configuration steps for Hyper Terminal shown below: 

Here we use data speed at 1200 bps.
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Calculation:

Step size = (full scale output)/(samples at full scale output)

  Here full scale output is 5 volt and corresponding sample 256

So step size = 5/256 =19.3 mvolt

Suppose sample output is 121

So corresponding analog voltage = 121 x 19.3 molt

Conclusion:

This is an example of a simple data acquisition system. Further improvement is to design DAS 
with more no. of input channel and increase speed of operation . High speed ADC can be used to 
solve this purpose. Also computerized user access program is required to record the data for 
future use. 
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